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Fair Jewellery Action is a Human Rights and Environmental Justice
Network within the jewellery sector.
FJA promotes ethical and fair trade jewellery business by advocating traceability
and transparency in the jewellery supply chain. FJA's objective is to direct more
of the economic impact of the jewellery sector toward the regenerating of local
economies in small-scale artisan producer communities and in support of cultural
integrity and environmental sustainability.
Through its communications platform, education materials and standard setting
activities, FJA aims to be a driving force to consumers, campaigning for ethically
and fairly traded jewellery as the only moral choice.
FJA will support jewellers by connecting them with the source of their material
and enabling them to see the social, environmental and market advantage of
providing ethical products.
For more information please visit our website www.fairjewelry.org
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Section I :

MODULE 1:

Foreword :
Consumer tastes are changing, influenced by
new products, technological developments,
economic circumstances, and latterly
concerns for the environment and the future
safety of the world in which we live.
This has not happened overnight. Environmental activists have been working for more
than thirty years, to raise awareness of the ecosystems on which we all rely.
Hand in hand with environmental concerns we have grown aware of the price sometimes
paid by the people who bring us the necessities that we sometimes take for granted. The
result is that consumers’ relationships with the goods they buy are far more complex than
ever before, and there has been an inexorable rise in the number of people who want to buy
ethically.
The last decade has seen considerable change in the jewellery sector. Many more miners,
raw material processors, designers and jewellers want to act responsibly and ethically, and
with due respect for the planet and the people that populate it.
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In that time there has also been a flourishing of ethical initiatives touching on all levels and
segments of the sector. However the supply chain is very complex with a proliferation of
companies and individuals playing their part in bringing products to market. The result is a
complex web of sometimes complimentary, sometimes conflicting, and often overlapping
schemes, each with their own priorities, timescales, and ultimate objectives.
And of course the world does not stand still. Conflicts, politics, shifting allegiances and
many other factors are continually re-shaping the world in which we live.
The result is a complex matrix that is not easy to navigate. Students seeking greater
understanding, and jewellers committed to the ideals of ethical trading may find
themselves baffled by the plethora of initiatives.
That is why the sponsors of these materials have commissioned this straightforward guide
that we hope will answer some of the more pressing questions, and act as a jumping off
point for those who want to learn more.

Michael Hoare Chief Executive
The National Association of Goldsmiths
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Author’s Introductions :
The gap between fact and emotion is huge in
the jewellery trade.
It is one of the characteristics of our industry that in many respects remains un-reconciled.
There is no doubt in my mind that the rise in recent years of the ethical and fair trade
jewellery debate has been largely due to the emotional and moral disconnect between the
source of our products and how we market and sell jewellery to the public.

Greg Valerio
Jeweller & Activist

Our industry will spend billions on marketing our products as exclusive, luxurious,
beautiful, desirable and covenantal and has, in this process, quite intentionally screened
out the source. Yet without that source we would not be in business. It is not an
exaggeration to say we are literally standing on the shoulders of millions of poor people
who for the politics of daily bread, not the politics of the boardroom and market share, are
driven to produce the gold, diamonds and gemstones that we will all use in our own daily
craft.
In turn the poor stand in the rivers, lakes, forests, savannahs, deserts and on the
mountains of our world hoping the earth will give up its richest treasures for us all to
benefit from.
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In many cases the consideration given to the environment is scant and cursory at best.
Environment is a technical term used to describe something other than ourselves, so I
prefer the word ecosystem or creation, as it forces us as creative human beings to recognise
that we are a part of a world that is bigger than us, and upon which we are finitely
dependent.
Our industry is totally dependent upon the mining process and the demand we create
through our jewellery sales is uniquely tied to people and their relationship to the land. The
environment is not a passive stakeholder for the jewellery trade; it is a very active and
central one.
I love the jewellery business: I have learnt so much over the years from working in it and it
has afforded me the opportunity to participate in communities in different parts of the
world that I would never have dreamed would be possible. I have come to see that there is a
huge amount of potential within the jewellery trade to find creative ways to make a
constructive and unique contribution to the social and environmental challenges we face.
Challenges which are deeply uncomfortable and disturbing in places.
The Red&Green Book will not disguise this fact or apologise for it, but I hope that in some
way the content will enable jewellers around the world to unlock that potential for the
common good of everyone dependent upon our jewellery.
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Contact Details:
T: +44 (0)1243 783968
F: +44 (0)1243 783968
M: +44 (0)7973 768101
E: greg@gregvalerio.com
Skype:
gregvaleriotwitter
Blog:
http://blog.gregvalerio.com
Twitter:
http://twitter.com/gregvalerio
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/gregvalerio
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I have come to jewellery and gemstones
from a science background.
I love the fact that science and art are both encompassed in the beauty of crystals and
faceted gemstones and that jewellery is a profession where scientists and artists, designers
and jewellers can meet and share that beauty.

Carole Oldershaw

I became involved in this project as a result of a chance meeting at a jewellery fair and a
shared belief that if we all work together - jewellers, suppliers, traders, local communities
and mining companies - we will be able to find ways to source ethical metals, diamonds
and coloured gemstones for jewellery which will result in a better and more sustainable
business for all. Most customers know about Fairtrade bananas and coffee, eco houses,
green issues and climate change. As a result of increased media attention, they are more
aware of the issues surrounding the mining and fashioning of gemstones for jewellery.
There will be questions about fair trade jewellery and jewellers will have to able to assure
their customers that the beauty of their jewellery is not tainted with what the media has
termed ‘dirty gold’ or ‘blood diamonds’ and that the lives and well-being of local
communities and of the environment have not been harmed.
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I hope that this book goes some way in answering those questions and that in raising the
issues it encourages every aspect of the trade to question the present situation and look for
ways to improve it.
The choice of the name for the book intrigued me. Jewellers will already know of the Blue
Book and I know that Greg chose the name to signify the red of human rights issues and
the green of environmental issues, but for me it means more than that.
Red is a violent and often bloody colour, a colour of suffering and of conflict; fitting for the
issues of conflict diamonds and also the suffering of some mining communities or those
displaced by mining.
To me green is a colour that signifies the environment; a clean healthy environment that is
based on good ethics and can support local communities.
As with red and green traffic lights, red is for ‘stop’ while green is for ‘go’. I hope this book
will help raise awareness of the present red situation and help jewellers move towards a
better greener future.
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Section II :

MODULE 1:

Background :
Our aim is to draw attention to human
rights and environmental issues that are
present in the jewellery supply chain and to
assist jewellers to engage and act upon the
issues constructively and measurably.
There is excellent material available to jewellers to help them in defining product standards
and definitions (e.g. The World Jewellery Confederations Blue Book) and understand
technical developments such as heat-treating gems and laser treatment of diamonds and it
is not our aim to repeat this.
There is recognition of the changing face of the business culture in general. Whether we are
small, medium or large-scale businesses, the advent of globalisation, 24/7 news media, the
internet, global warming and the statutory regulatory frameworks insisting on greater
transparency and accountability in business, mean that we all need to understand that
human rights and environmental matters no longer stand outside the remit of business, but
are foundational elements to a healthy business culture and ethos.
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We are aware that in the last 10 years the jewellery trade has begun to feel the attention of
greater levels of public scrutiny and to respond to this pressure through different industry
initiatives. In their own way they are seeking to address public and industry concerns. We
trust that this material will help the jeweller to understand some of this new landscape.

It is also our intention to promote models of
good practice to the trade.
There is a clear recognition and bias within the material that real change and progress rests
in the hands of the small jeweller, though it only needs one really positive chief executive at
the top of one of the larger jewellers to make changes happen quickly in even the largest
establishment.
We hope that in aiming this material at the high street jeweller we will be able to engage
with the majority and backbone of the jewellery trade.
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Defining Ethical and Fair trade :
Using the same language - defining ethical and fair trade
In order that we can debate the issues, it is essential that we use the same language and
understand what we mean by the terms ‘ethical’ and ‘fair trade’. The terms are being used
to mean different things and both the industry and our customers need clarification to
avoid confusion. All fair trade is ethical, but not every ethical practice is fair trade.
Defining Ethical
There is no clear definition of the word ‘ethical’. It is a broad term that has come to be used
as a term to describe progressive social and environmental improvement in any given
business sector. However, for the purpose of this book, ethical can be defined as ‘having the
intention to improve social and environmental consequences of the jewellery industry and
do so by introducing incremental steps or ‘benchmarks’ to document the ethical
improvements’.
For example, using recycled silver in jewellery could be described as an ethical
improvement as the intention is to improve the environmental performance of a business,
although this improvement is not always quantifiable or measureable.
Ethical has come to mean controlling and improving the things we can, while minimising
the harms we may be doing. Ethical business practice may or may not be linked to
auditable standards.
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Defining fair trade
Fair trade is a specific model of doing business that is directly linked to auditable standards
that are designed to tackle poverty and empower producers in the poorest countries in the
world. The standards apply to both producers and traders. The Responsible Jewellery
Council (RJC), Company of Master Jewellers (CMJ) and National Association for
Goldsmiths (NAG) agree that as jewellers we should be using the same language to discuss
these issues and are among those working together to find clarification. Our aim is that
jewellers are aware of, understand and use the same language of fair trade.
In order to be termed fair trade, there must be some basic elements in place. We define
these as follows.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

An Independent public standard
A certified producer group
An Independent 1/3rd party auditor. This auditor is not linked to either the
certified source or the companies involved in the supply chain
A defined chain of custody that is audited for transparency and traceability of
the certified product
A fair trade premium that benefits the wider community
The process must benefit the poor as fair trade is an economic response to a
development priority
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Fairtrade Labelling Organisation
The Fairtrade system governs the supply chain in a product through a set of public standards, with
independent third party certification of the producer group to ensure compliance.
Fairtrade ensures an audited supply chain that in turn ensures the chain of custody of that product.
A certification mark that appears on the finished goods promotes the virtues of the product directly
to the consumer. In order to gain approval to use the Fairtrade certification mark, applicants must
pay a fee and undergo the certification process and conform to the Fairtrade Labeling Organisation’s
compliance criteria. See compliance criteria on FLO-CERTs website http://www.flo-cert.net
Fairtrade is a trademark and its use is quite specific. If the Fairtrade certification has not been
approved by FLO the trademark cannot be used.
There is still some confusion in the jewellery industry and both ‘fair trade’ and ‘Fairtrade’ are being
used without the certification. It is legal to use ‘fair trade’ without certification but can lead to
understandable confusion with the FLO system.
It is illegal and in breach of Trademark to use ‘Fairtrade’ as one word if you are not registered with
FLO. Care should be taken when preparing any marketing material etc. to ensure that the correct
terminology is being used.
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Key to fair trade and any ethical claim is the ability to trace the supply chain through
documentation. Without transparency and traceability, we cannot have worthwhile
discussions about ethical and fair trade jewellery.

Transparency and traceability are essential, like the
riverbed and the banks through which flow all discussions
on ethics and fair trade.
Without transparency and traceability, we cannot link the source with the product and we
cannot link events at the mine or within the supply chain with the product. We do not know
the facts and without these we cannot link human rights issues and environmental issues
that we are aware of with the product. Additionally, we cannot assure customers that there
is no link with blood diamonds, for example, or human rights violations of miners and
mining communities. To be transparent requires an acceptance of certain facts about what
we practice and also an acceptance that not everything is how we would desire it to be.
Traceability in a jeweller’s supply chain is something to be worked towards over time and
also offers a clear and tangible goal to aim for. The benefits that a traceable supply chain
brings to a jewellery company are considerable. It will take time to respond to the different
issues, but by taking small and progressive steps the jeweller will begin to create a virtuous
cycle of improvement in their business practice.
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Promoting transparency and traceability :
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MODULES

Mining
Precious Metals
(gold, silver and
platinum)
Coloured
Gemstones
Diamonds

‘Rough Diamonds’’
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Section III :

MODULE 1:

Introduction to the modules :
The unique contribution of The Red&Green Book will be to address the human rights
and environmental issues that exist within the jewellers’ sphere of influence.
We have separated the issues into the 3Ps:
Politics (political issues including legislation and regulation)
People (social issues including local communities and human rights issues)
Place (environmental issues including pollution)
The issues are not mutually exclusive and headings should not be considered as separate entities.
They are merely a way of highlighting inter-related issues such as land rights, indigenous rights,
economic justice, socio-cultural issues and access to knowledge and education. These issues are
complex and therefore each of the 3Ps should not be taken in isolation. We will not be able to
cover all of the issues in one set of materials but we will make a start which will introduce you to
the key issues and give guidance as to how you may make changes within your business. As the
Indian proverb says: ‘If you want to eat an elephant, you do so one mouthful at a time.’
The book recognises that jewellery is a highly technical composite product that is linked to a
myriad of different design and manufacturing techniques and is dependent on long and often
Complicated supply chains. This makes the challenge of addressing social and environmental issues
more difficult, but not impossible. Ultimately, the most important aspect is that the supply chain is
transparent and traceable.
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In addition to this introduction module, there are four modules:
Mining
Precious metals (gold, silver and platinum)
Coloured Gemstones
Diamonds
Each module can be taken as a stand alone module, but for the a basic overview all the
modules should be covered. The mining module has been written as the core module; the
others as additional modules on specific areas of the jewellery trade.
Each module introduces a different product but follows a similar outline:
The Challenge
An Introduction
The Issues - Political, social and environmental issues
The Supply Chain – from the mine to the jeweller’s shop
Meeting the Challenge – including supply chain models used in the jewellery industry
or currently being explored by the industry to improve ethical performance and move us
towards transparency and traceability in the sourcing of ethical jewellery
Key steps - to take to improve your ethical sourcing
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Each module also includes examples of:
Case studies
Relevant ethical initiatives
Notes
A common thread that runs through the modules is the questioning of the situation as it is
(looking at both good practices and areas of concern) and how together we can find ways to
improve the situation within the jewellery trade.
We hope you will keep the following questions about the jewellery supply chain
in mind while reading through the modules:

Is it ethical, is it fair trade, is it Fairtrade - do I know
the difference and do I have (and trust) the evidence?
Is it transparent; is it traceable - do I have (and trust)
the evidence?
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We hope The Red&Green Book will raise
awareness of the issues particularly where
there are concerns about human rights (red)
and environmental (green) issues, and focus
discussions on the move from the red present
to a greener future for the ethical sourcing of
all jewellery.
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